
First name: Middle name: Last name:Laura Ann Tull

PO Box 292456 Address:

City: Los Angeles State: ZIP code: 90029CA

Email: tull.laura@gmail.com

Your telephone numbers:

Home: Work: Cell:(424) 625-3279 (424) 625-3279

  Your Contact Information

Ms.Title:

Middle name: Ware Last name: Crabtree-Ireland

Address: 5757 Wilshire Blvd Fl 7 

First name: Duncan

City: Los Angeles State: CA ZIP code: 90036

Email: CA Bar License #: 196878

Primary phone: Other phone:

Cell phone: Website:

Have you or a member of your family complained to the State Bar about this attorney previously?



 Attorney's Information

Did you hire the attorney?

Yes  No

 Yes  No

Does this complaint involve allegations of theft or misappropriation of funds?


Does this complaint involve allegations of attorney misconduct against a person 65 years of age or older?

Yes  No

 Yes  No

Does this complaint involve allegations of attorney misconduct against a person who is incapacitated, 
infirm, disabled, incarcerated, an immigrant, or a minor?


Does this complaint involve allegations that the attorney has abandoned a client?

Yes  No
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Attorney Misconduct Complaint 
Date: 5/7/2021



Enter the approximate date you hired the attorney and the amount, if any paid to the attorney.

Date: Amount paid:

What is your connection with the attorney? Explain briefly.

 Yes  No
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Attorney Misconduct Complaint 
Date: 5/7/2021



This is the lawyer for SAG and SAG AFTRA and technically he is my attorney as a UNION member. He also pointed me out to 
the POLICE in 2012 who put me into a 501 50 hold as being CRAZY for saying I was a lawyer. I just found out this past week 
that he was the ABA rep of his law School & I was the ABA of MINE and graduated the same year. I think he may have 
KNOWN I was a LAWYER and trying to discredit me to the UNION membership. Please note I was sent a request from one 
JUAN KLINE to be his lawyer because sag aftra sent him a letter blacklisting him for racist remarks. People have been trying to 
make me look like a hateful person and pushing me to say unlawful things online so they have these same reasons to exclude 
me. My big sisters in my theater fraternity in Maryland were BLACK. I voted for OBAMA. I am for secular blacks though and not 
for the BIBLE being a part of the law of AMERICA. The letter with the BLACK address at the time is KLINES LETTER. I would 
say that being actually racist may be grounds for exclusion but I rejected a black married man who hit on my on a Russian film. 
I would do that again. That does not make me a racist. I have black friends from the industry on my Linkedin Account.  The 
man was married and I was on set to work and not be asked out by CREW. I was the ABA rep for CATHOLIC LAW SCHOOL. I 
attended the ABA LSD national meeting in San Francisco and stayed at the NIKKO hotel summer of 1997. Crabtree graduated 
law school 1998 and was the ABA rep for his school. DID HE ATTEND THAT MEETING? Is his questioning my behavior 
because I was working as an extra for years instead of being a lawyer? Did he know who I was and put me in an institution for 
JOKES. I got bills from that hospital stay I did not want. I would not go to my doctor if I did not have to and it was not covered 
by my insurance. I do not like therapists and I HAD A THYROID DISEASE and told ARNE STAR in emails in 2007 something 
was PHYSICALLY WRONG with me. IN fact my medical records in 2012 show I had a thyroid disease but no doctor told me 
what that MEANT. And someone paid my pathology bills. I did not. I refused to pay any of the bills from the stay and sent them 
to SAG LEGAL. I was sent to OLIVE VIEW HOSPITAL In 2012. I later figured out I lost 24 hours. They claim my speech was 
slurred. They gave me a shot of something. Whatever they gave me knocked me out for 24 hours and I lost a day and they left 
me strapped to a gurney in a hallway for that time, and never put me in a room. They never asked me about allergies before 
they gave me a shot.  When I woke up I told them I AM A LAWYER and told them my bar number and they put me in an 
ambulance and took me to BCH. I am including those records. Please note the police report says I said I was a lawyer. Months 
later a cop got in my face at my apartment and told me I was not a lawyer. MY BAR NUMBER IS 207690. I do not practice but I 
did go to law school. I was also being attacked on social media and told if I went to the COPS to complain they would throw me 
into an institution again and someone kept sending cops to my door. I think someone was trying to get the police to kill me. I 
have been told that I need to shut up about being molested and go to the cops and not tell people in the industry. In other 
words if the POLICE will not do anything it DID NOT HAPPEN. I was finger fucked while asleep and now have an EMAIL from 
a friend of JEREMY GILBREATHE confessing that he says his COCAINE use made him assault me. He is now directing a 
movie with an actor who is ASIAN I saw at the SAG meetings in 2012 and KNEW FROM working on sets Peter KWONG. I had 
plans that weekend to go to a charity event for the TREE PEOPLE and did not want to be in an institution and did not deserve 
to be because SAG lawyers did not like me saying that CELEBRITIES they knew may have been mean to me. I thought I had 
an email and can not find it. But lawyers did tell me they would not take my case for fear of blacklisting. SAG AFTRA you need 
3 vouchers or on contract to be a member and there is NO DIFFERENCE between rights depending on how you get in. The 
system was set up to allow for anyone to work to be an ACTOR not just ACTOR ROYALTY as we do not have royalty in 
America. I was attacked by someone on twitter who said that they wanted all the "extras" kicked out of the UNION.  I worked on 
sets for 5 years and became SAG elegible in a year and a half but got cancer and I am SICK with allergies and an auto 
immune disease. I have invisible disabilities.  My doctors filled out forms to give to the courts because I am TOO SICK TO do 
jury duty.  I get brain fog but that brain fog is no excuse to isolate me from SAG AFTRA Events.  my life is ABOUT THE ARTS 
AND ACTING. I am not interested in working in ENVIRONEMENTAL LAW. I have no skills in computers other than being a 
blogger and digital artist. It is torturing me cutting me off from the UNION membership. I want to keep growing as an actor. 
They are destroying my ability to SURVIVE because I am not your typical extra. I do not work as a waitress. I do not work in 
law and CAN'T. I am depressed all the TIME because they will not let me keep networking and trying to kill my acting dreams. 
They know they are pushing me to SUICIDE and they do not care. AND STOP WITH MAKING THE POLICE ABUSE ME FOR 
SAYING THAT. All that does is abuse me more. My feelings about LAW and government and POLITICS are never going to 
change. I am not the kind of person who needs STRUCTURE or who needs a steady job. I hate boring. I AM MENSA.  I am 
different.  I never attacked anyone. And frankly I really did not cause a disturbance and I AM TIRED OF being made to look 
bad when I AM NOT.  I am a talented woman with career interests only in the creative field not in documentaries.  I had scripts 
and stories I wanted to make only to be abused FOR 5 years on line OVER AND OVER And no one stopped it because 
CALIFORNIA only values their own or women who are beautiful and physically perfect?  Sag AFTRA has no rule that says that 
I have to be IVY trained to be an ACTOR either. I have been attacked and told I am not educated enough to be SAG AFTRA 
and told that actors do not need an education and I feel like my brain is being lobotomized by the insanity of it.

Statement of Complaint

Include with your submission a statement of what the attorney did or did not do that is the basis of your complaint. Please state
the facts as you understand them. Do not include opinions or arguments. If you hired the attorney(s), state what you hired the
attorney(s) to do. Additional information may be requested.
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In 2012 I was going to SAG meetings for the merger of SAG AFTRA and speaking out against bullying on sets by 
CELEBRITIES who made fun of and abused the background artists who were trying to make Union and work to be actors. I 
also spoke out against AFTRA because I spent a year in AFTRA and was ASSAULTED by CONSUELA FLORES a staff 
member of that UNION when I tried to walk up to JASON WINSTON GEORGE to ask him why I was told to go to the set of 
Grey's Anatomy to be told at the GATE I was on a list on a MONDAY MORNING. I had heard the actors on that set say they 
did not believe I was an ACTOR or a LAWYER. Patrick DEMPSEY and ERIC DANE have bad reputations for bullying. DANE 
apparently I found out in 2016 called me WEIRD. I know CRABTREE IRELAND is GAY but that does not mean he cannot be a 
MISOGYNIST or an abuser of others. All you need to do is watch the 1st ten minutes of this video. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvCwxA31az8 
JASON WINSTON GEORGE said I was too ugly to be on TAPE on ELI STONE. He was cast on Grey's Anatomy which is how 
DANE AND DEMPSEY found out I said I went to law school. My bar number is 207690. I was studying THEATER in 
MARYLAND at the SAME TIME George was STUDYING theater in VIRGINIA. I did not need to Go to NY to be an acceptable 
member of SAG AFTRA or do theater in NY to be SAG AFTRA. The legal department of SAG AFTRA has said I am a member 
but they have been blacklisting me from events CLAIMING I have "BAD BEHAVIOR" and frankly it is causing me to behave 
badly. I am terrified. I am losing years of my life working on sets on RUMORS while a guy who tried to rape me built a career. 
George also DROPS the name SHONDA RHIMES and I HAD FILLED actions against her with the NLRB in 2014. George's 
wife is HINDU and I am secular BUDDHISTS and MANY HINDU have had a problem with me being BUDDHIST and not 
believing in THEIR GODS. GEORGE is also CHRISTIAN and I am secular but my FAMILY in VIRGINIA are REPUBLICANS 
and I was being ATTACKED OVER AND OVER and CALLED A PEDOPHILE and not a lawyer and a TRUMP supporter when 
I am not. The UNION made me a TARGET for abuse. I have a bad knee and I can not run for fun anymore. But George talks 
about RUNNING at the Beginning of a panel about DISABILITY. I was sick and I had told people in the industry I thought 
something was wrong and they were calling me CRAZY. I have hashimotis. Being to UGLY is also a DISABILITY. The ADA 
was made to end UGLY LAwS and SAG AFTRA should have no right to judge actors on sex appeal. Crabtree Ireland is also in 
this PANEL. Katy Kurtzman and i were doing workshops together. I had told her I walked away from SCIENTOLOGY and she 
got odd. I also told her my father had guns and was terrifying to me. She is the only person I talked on the phone about guns. I 
also was in the SHORT CHEMICAL 13 where I tell another actor to shoot himself in the head as he has a gun. I was ACTING. 
Maybe someone heard me talking to someone about that, because I NEVER SAID I WOULD GET A GUN. I have hated my 
father and his guns despite liking playing COPS AND DETECTIVE characters on TV sets. I am including emails from her. I 
think I am forgetting documents I should send but I can only send 10. this has been going on for years with the UNION and 
others who want to be SAG AFTRA trying to hurt me for who ever it is that wants me out. JEREMY GILBREATHE was friends 
with celebrities and EXTRAS casting like CAROL GRANT. Jason WINSTON George or someone at GREY's ANATOMY I think 
was talking to my family and my mother is a nurse and SOUTHERN CONSERVATIVE. We do not get along no amount of 
therapy is ever going to make me be who she wants as a daughter. I AM NOT GAY. I have been LEFT with no way to get 
justice for years of LIES. I am also sending you proof I am MENSA. I am not CRAZY because I am smart enough to memorize 
dialogue. I am not however smart in computer programming. I am good at using computers. I scored a 700 on the analytical 
section of the GRE. My brain can see patterns others cannot. I am not a math, business, or science whiz. I understand basic 
concepts. I could play a scientist on TV. I have had people here call me crazy for saying I am educated and SMART. It is the 
TYPICAL I am a white woman and there for I can not be smarter than MEN of ANY COLOR including GAY MEN.  I also am 
not going back to MARYLAND to be with MEN back there because there is no future for me back in MARYLAND. I take a 
script class and get an A.  I spent the pandemic making videos in my apartment because I was trained to be an EDITOR but I 
am not the kind of person who makes commercials.  I make stories and art.  I wanted to be on sets and I wanted to act and I 
have a certificate from Santa MONICA college in digital media but I have NO PASSION for editing with out acting.  I say I want 
to date ACTORS but I have NEVER STALKED ANYONE ever.  I am not celebrity crazy.  I connect with actors though better 
than I do other people. I connect with ARTISTS better.

Middle name: E. Last name: Marasigan

Address: 5757 Wilshire Blvd 7th FL 

First name: Nicole

City: Los Angeles State: CA ZIP code: 90036

Email: CA Bar License #: 233212

Primary phone: Other phone:

 Attorney's Information
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Cell phone: Website:

Have you or a member of your family complained to the State Bar about this attorney previously?



Did you hire the attorney?

Enter the approximate date you hired the attorney and the amount, if any paid to the attorney.

Date: Amount paid:

What is your connection with the attorney? Explain briefly.

She is the lawyer I have been dealing with DIRECTLY with the UNION. She has been just sending me the same letters saying 
my conduct is bad and I am not allowed at events. OVER AND OVER. When I asked about RULE one I got an email from her 
quoting RULE ONE and not really answering my question. She went to a CATHOLIC law SCHOOL in California and I went to 
CATHOLIC LAW. My ex boyfriend went to CATHOLIC UNDERGRAD and is KOREAN. I know NICOLE as last name 
NAKAGAWA. In 2018 I went to a sag aftra meeting. I was checked in. I was then blocked from going in by the same security 
guard from 2012. I was NEVER AFTER ANYONE. I was never stalking anyone. Crabtree Ireland was at that meeting.  My life 
though was about ACTING. I took a photo of the guard at that time. They refused to let me attend an event with GLORIA 
ALLRED. Ironically I then got invited to a premiere at PARAMOUNT for JOHN HAWKES film the same night and went to that 
instead. I was going to events on studio lots despite sag telling me I could not go to their events. I also was denied in 2020 the 
right to just attend a viewing party for the SAG AWARDS.

Statement of Complaint

Yes  No

 Yes  No

Include with your submission a statement of what the attorney did or did not do that is the basis of your complaint. Please state
the facts as you understand them. Do not include opinions or arguments. If you hired the attorney(s), state what you hired the
attorney(s) to do. Additional information may be requested.

Does this complaint involve allegations of theft or misappropriation of funds?


Does this complaint involve allegations of attorney misconduct against a person 65 years of age or older?

Yes  No

 Yes  No

Does this complaint involve allegations of attorney misconduct against a person who is incapacitated, 
infirm, disabled, incarcerated, an immigrant, or a minor?


Does this complaint involve allegations that the attorney has abandoned a client?

Yes  No

 Yes  No
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I filed a complaint with SAG  in 2012 against PATRICK DEMPEY and ERIC Dane and others.  Instead I started getting letters 
from this lawyer who I do not think I ever met.  I had an ex boyfriend who has family in Los Angeles who is KOREAN and I 
dumped him because he was not an ACTOR. I was being trolled online by someone who kept following accounts in Minnesota 
and her account popped up on LINKEDIN liking a comment in Minnesota.  Also she knows I really am a lawyer. I have sent her 
proof and from my view they are stealing the benefits that are rightfully mine. They are stealing my reputation from me and 
trying to steal from me my work as artistichope.com. Actors are the highest paying artists in LA and I have been cut off from 
them. I have a masters in performing arts. I am more qualified to work in the industry and trained to work in the industry. 
WHEN CRABTREE IRELAND was studying undergraduate at GEORGETOWN in DC I was at AMERICAN University. I have 
repeatedly told this lawyer I have an AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE. I never said I was going to get a gun or attacked anyone. I 
FLASED my naked upper body to a security guard who was HUGE and had grabbed my arm. I had no weapons.  ESAI 
MORALES later assaulted a guard at a meeting and still gets to go to events.  The cops did not charge me with a crime. I did 
not commit a crime but they have let the membership think I am a FRAUD when I had two shorts in FESTIVALS and really 
went to law school. Granted they were STUDENT FILMS but all the ACTORS were UNION actors.  Both of those UNION 
shorts were shown on TV. One in TAMPA CABLE and one on SHORTS HD.  See the above statement on how I know her.  I 
am afraid of running out of room.

Middle name: Paul Last name: White

Address: 5757 Wilshire Blvd 

First name: David

City: Los Angeles State: CA ZIP code: 90036

Email: CA Bar License #: 213522

Primary phone: Other phone:

Cell phone: Website:

Have you or a member of your family complained to the State Bar about this attorney previously?



 Attorney's Information

Did you hire the attorney?

Yes  No

 Yes  No

Does this complaint involve allegations of theft or misappropriation of funds?


Does this complaint involve allegations of attorney misconduct against a person 65 years of age or older?

Yes  No

 Yes  No

Does this complaint involve allegations of attorney misconduct against a person who is incapacitated, 
infirm, disabled, incarcerated, an immigrant, or a minor?


Does this complaint involve allegations that the attorney has abandoned a client?

Yes  No

 Yes  No
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Enter the approximate date you hired the attorney and the amount, if any paid to the attorney.

Date: Amount paid:

What is your connection with the attorney? Explain briefly.

He is a lawyer for SAG AFTRA. I also recently found out he grew up in MINESOTA and I had a troll for years who kept 
following MINESOTA accounts. WHITE was at the meetings in 2012. He made passing looks and comments that made me feel 
he did not believe I was a lawyer. He is the National Executive Director of the UNION. He is technically my rep as a member. I 
was trolled online and told SAG AFTRA could discriminate against me because of the HOBBY LOBBY case. So a union can 
discriminate against a secular Buddhist feminist. He kind of laughed at my comments as if I were a joke. I did not use sex to get 
my sag aftra card. I honestly think these lawyers expect me to conduct myself as a lawyer and actors are a different breed. I 
thrived as an actor. I do not thrive as a lawyer. THEY HAVE LEFT me a target for abuse and slandered me as a crazy person 
when I beat cancer on sets and have an incurable autoimmune disease and allergies. I trained with WILL WALLACE and I was 
contacted by a woman who said she filed a complaint against him and could not be open about it due to settlement. The union I 
have been told has let people get away with non disclosure agreements and those agreements have allowed women like me to 
be left labeled crazy and labeled liars and GAS LITE. I want the union to send out an email telling everyone I really am a 
person with a THEATER DEGREE and a LAW DEGREE and that I really am a LEGITIMATE MEMBER. I was not ARRESTED 
FOR A CRIME IN 2012 and I never attacked ANYONE at the meeting or with the UNION and if I did pleased TELL ME WHO.  
And telling a guy his a predator should not COUNT.  I was an HONOR STUDENT. I do not do cocaine or sell my body for sex. 
But I also do not wear a suit because the professional look for the industry is jeans and a nice shirt and frankly I have a yeast 
allergy. I cannot wear clothes that are not made from natural fibers. I get a vaginal yeast infection. I should not have to explain 
this to the lawyers of the UNION and they should not look down on people who do not dress the way they want. Just because I 
was not wearing the wardrobe of a lawyer does not mean I did not go to law school.

Statement of Complaint

I think maybe all three lawyers are guilty of abandonment.  They are the lawyers for 160000 MEMBERS OF SAG AFTRA and 
not just the 10% or so that are working as celebrities.  They are a UNION and not a guild.  They have been trying to make me 
quit when there is no other profession I want to fight to be a part of or to work for.  Unlike the lawyers for SAG AFTRA I actually 
have a background in THEATER and performing arts. I do not want to move on because they want to punish me for being a 
secular person who went to law school but does not work in a law firm and does not want to practice.  I also will not go to 
church because the actors fund, and organization sister to sag aftra told me in 2010 to go to church to find employment.  
Please see the section on how I know WHITE.
The lawyers for SAG AFTRA should be required to inform the union membership they made a mistake and put a woman with a 
law degree in 2012 in an institution.  Frankly that action and the police repeatedly abusing me has mentally damaged me. All I 
want to do is make videos and find a way to be hired as an actor again. I want people in my life who want to professionally act 
with me. MY twitter account has been suspended after I told people I was going to send all the evidence I had to reporters.  
TWITTER will not let me make a copy of my account.  I have 11 GB OF INFORMATION I CAN PUT ON A FLASH CARD AND 
SEND TO A LAWYER BUT LAWYERS HAVE TOLD ME THEY ARE TERRIFIED sag WILL BLACKLIST THEIR CLIENTS 
LIKE i HAVE BEEN BLACKLISTED.
See the how I know WHITE above as well.

Include with your submission a statement of what the attorney did or did not do that is the basis of your complaint. Please state
the facts as you understand them. Do not include opinions or arguments. If you hired the attorney(s), state what you hired the
attorney(s) to do. Additional information may be requested.
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Court name: Case name:

Case number:

Size of law firm complained about

If you are not a party to this case, what is your connection with it? Explain briefly.

 Related Court Case Information

Approx. date case was filed:

 Attachments

 No files attached

Gmail - Jeremy Gilbreathe.pdf

Gmail - Membership resignation.pdf
Gmail - Need representation against SAG-AFTRA for nationwide ban imposed against lone individu.pdf (Gmail 
- Need representation against SAG-AFTRA for nationwide ban imposed against lone individual paid-up 
member in good standing_.pdf)



katykurtzman.pdf

Letter2020_denialRSVPviewingpartySAGAFTRA.pdf

medicaldocuments.pdf

SAG-AFTRA Letter (Blocked).pdf

SAGAFTRAletter2012_senttomemanytimes.pdf

sagcharges.pdf

SAGconservatory_2012_notallowed.pdf

Not applicable

  Translation Information



The State Bar accepts complaints in over 200 languages. If you need translation services to communicate with the 
State Bar, please let us know by completing this section of the complaint form. We will communicate with you  
through a translation service in the language of your choice. Do you need translation services?

 Yes  No

State the language in which you need formal translation:
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By checking this box I certify that all information on this form is true and correct. I understand that the content 
of my complaint can be disclosed to the attorney. I understand that I waive the attorney client privilege and 
any other applicable privilege between myself and the attorney to the extent necessary for the investigation 
and prosecution of the allegations. I also agree that the checkbox and my name typed below are to be used 
as my electronic signature.

  Submission



Signature

I understand that if the Office of Chief Trial Counsel (OCTC) prosecutes allegations contained in this complaint, I 
may be required to testify before the State Bar Court in order to prove the charge or charges or misconduct against 
the above-named attorney.



 I understand that every person who reports to the State Bar or causes a complaint to be filed with the State Bar that 
an attorney has engaged in professional misconduct, knowing the report or complaint to be false and malicious, is 
guilty of a misdemeanor.
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